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Within lies fact and fancy, truth and metaphor.



These are the first words of The Vampire Bible.

The last words of the final Teaching of the Temple in The Vampire Adept Bible read, “Without lies fact

and fancy, truth and metaphor. Discriminate with care.”

These words were not idly chosen to bracket the formal published Teachings of the world’s only

authentic Vampire Religion, HEKAL TIAMAT. They were chosen to emphasize a number of critical

principles that the Vampire needs to inculcate into the deepest recesses of his character.

Here lies bedrock. Here lies multiple, embedded meanings.

At the first level, these words act as a legal and public disclaimer. It is warning the reader to not just

believe everything as written. It is clearly stating that not all they will read is true and factual. At least

some of what is written is fanciful and metaphorical.

In the dictionary, “metaphor” is defined as “a figure of speech in which a word or phrase literally

denoting one kind of object or idea is used in place of another to suggest a likeness or analogy between

them - figurative language.”

In other words, metaphor is instructive but not literally true. Metaphor is intended to convey a meaning

but is not the meaning itself.

Fancy is defined as “a mental image or representation” and “(archaic) fantastic quality or state”. In other

words fancy (as opposed to fact) is nonphysical in nature, and is a creation of the mind. (This subject is

expanded in depth in the discussion of the dimension of Agreement in The Vampire Adept Bible).

However, the key point is that fancy, like metaphor, is not grounded in ordinary fact but operates on a

different level.

That stated, there arise questions to be answered.

How to determine what is fact and what is fancy?

How to distinguish between what is truth and what is metaphor?

How does one “discriminate with care”?

“Discriminate” is defined as “to mark or perceive the distinguishing or peculiar features of”, “to

distinguish by discerning or exposing differences”, and “to use good judgment”.

In other words, to “discriminate with care” means that the reader is expected to make judgments based on

discovering differences between what is written and what is true.
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The reader is both warned and expected to test the Teachings he reads and then discover what is fact and

what is fancy.

The reader is told he must actively seek to discover for himself by personal effort what is truth and what

is metaphor.

In other words, the Temple is an intelligence test.

And the final words of The Vampire Adept Bible warn us that life itself is an intelligence test.

Discriminate with care.

(From Revelations, Chapter One, pages 3-4.

Further commentary on the above is worth including.

"Test Everything. Believe Nothing."

This is the Temple Motto.

You can be a member of our religion and never have to accept any of our claims regarding so-called

psychic phenomena, what we refer to as the Nightside.

In fact we have members who never do this at all and are quite satisfied with simply applying the Secrets

of Earthly Mastery to their own lives.

However the Temple proposes several claims about the Nightside to include:

1. The existence of a human energy field we call Lifeforce that can be harmlessly absorbed from other

people.

2. The existence of conscious out of body experience and other "paranormal" powers.

3. The existence of others who have already gained greater mastery of such powers.

4. The existence of a mental technology that can potentially produce change in the physical world that we

call magic.

5. The existence of a state of consciousness that better enables the control of these phenomena.

If you agree to accept as a working hypothesis that these claims could possibly be true you can enter

Graded Membership in the first of five Circles or Grades as a Vampire Initiate.

Members who have verified for themselves the truth of these overall claims in written testimony for that

Circle are recognized by the Temple with specific Titles.

This means that any member who attains a specific Grade has verified for himself or herself that the

claims of that level are true.
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The Temple never asks you to just have faith in our claims.

You must test and verify to yourself that these things are real.

In this way, the validity of any Grade of membership relies upon the honesty of the member with regard

to each testimony submitted.

As explained in the quote from Revelations, when you read The Vampire Bible or any of the Temple

literature you should not just assume that everything is true ...or false.

And you should not assume that everything is true or false ...yet.

And you should not assume that everything is true or false ...yet ...for you!

So how can you successfully "discriminate with care"?

How can you determine what is truth and what is metaphor?

By testing these claims for yourself, just as stated in the quote from Revelations.

This testing requires a voyage of discovery and an application of effort.

It does nothing to only work with words, asking questions, or reading.

Merely looking at the history of others' actions or efforts won't really help you either.

The only thing that can enable you to move from questioning to reliable knowledge is this voyage of self

discovery.

The Temple Disclaimer and the Temple Motto both say the same thing.

Within lies fact and fancy, truth and metaphor.

Test Everything. Believe Nothing.

We mean it.
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A Certain Folly

"Doubt is not a pleasant condition, but certainty is absurd."

~Voltaire



Certainty is social, not psychological

When one joins a community, there is a tendency to adopt the beliefs of that community over time. This

tendency becomes especially strong as one adopts the labels of that community (e.g. "I'm a Christian" or

"I'm a Democrat") and as one interacts with others in that community, especially when those interactions

are in-person. We see this, for instance, in the unwavering devotion that born-again Christians often

exhibit toward the ideas espoused by their chosen church. They surround themselves with likeminded

Christians in large part to "sustain their faith" and avoid "lapsing back into sin" - and doing so works

tremendously well. Watch the film Jesus Camp to see this effect in action.

As another example, those who call themselves "atheists" have a disproportionate tendency to ascribe to

materialism, which is the view that matter is all that exists and that all phenomena that are seemingly

non-material like "out-of-body experiences" must be illusions created by material processes. Atheism, by

definition, is the belief that there is no God, and it often gets accompanied with the belief that there is no

spiritual realm. So why should atheism come pre-packaged with materialism? Properly speaking, there is

no inherent clash between Buddhism and atheism, and yet it's extraordinarily rare to encounter a selfascribed atheist who will identify himself also as a Buddhist if asked. Ultimately, this comes from the

fact that adopting the label "atheist" usually comes after reading about or speaking with others who call

themselves "atheists", and that in turn encourages a system of beliefs as a bundled package that happens

to include materialism.

This social nature of belief isn't inherently bad. It's just human nature. The core survival strategy for the

human race has long been to gather in tribes to support one another. Throughout most of time human

beings were hunters and gatherers, and in such a society disagreements about how to hunt certain beasts,

which plants were edible, what the weather was likely to do and so on could easily kill the whole tribe.

This gave evolution both time and an incentive to make espoused beliefs one of the ways in which

human beings identify which tribes they are members of.

That said, this is critical for you to understand in order to protect your interests as an individual. It means

that what you personally believe is more an indication of whom you consider kin than of what is

factually true. It means that your sense of certainty - that "I know this for sure!" feeling - is not and

cannot be calibrated to indicate the way things really are. Therefore, being absolutely sure of something

is an emotion that solidifies your social identity at the cost of your ability to perceive reality accurately.

And it's worth bearing in mind that certainty is intensely tempting to seek. It comforts us, reassuring us

that we are indeed members of the community of those who "know the truth". Devout Christians do it.

Buddhists do it. Political liberals and conservatives do it. Scientists do it. These and countless other

groups - in fact, practically every group in existence - forge their boundaries with certainty. We are

instinctually driven to seek certainty, for the alternative is to risk being ostracized for daring to question

what "everybody knows".

Bear in mind that this dynamic affects Temple members just as much as members of any other group.
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This desire for certainty, this desire to agree with others, tempts Temple members to compare one

another's experiences to make sure that their experiences are "valid" somehow. Newer members are

inclined to ask older members whether a given understanding is "correct", even though all that older

members can ever offer are their personal suspicions. All people who want to identify themselves with

the label "Vampire" know, instinctually, that this is how one adopts labels and becomes accepted to a

group: one identifies the key beliefs of the group and adopts them as one's own, repeating the phrases and

arguments that everyone else says since in so repeating one can become a full and integrated member of

the community.

This is socially accurate in other circles, but Vampirically it very much misses the point. Being integrated

into a community and calling yourself a "Vampire" will not matter one iota at the moment of death. All

that will matter at that time is the discipline you have applied to your life up to that point. We might be

able to leverage our social instincts to aid us in our dedication to our chosen practices, but we cannot rely

on those instincts to tell us which practices are or are not effective.

Therefore, an essential part of Vampiric discipline is learning how to free our minds from the trap of

certainty. In other words, each of us must develop the ability to authentically think for ourselves - and not

simply repeat the words espousing the value "We should think for ourselves" as that would be practicing

the very error we seek to eliminate. We must move beyond all slogans to engage in a wise practice that

will achieve the mental and emotional maturity we desire.



Release certainty

Fortunately, it turns out that there is a way to do this. We can seek to retrain our habits so that instead of

seeking certainty, we seek to discover for ourselves the value of treating the world as if certain things are

true. The feeling of certainty then gets replaced with a degree of trust in what we have come to find

effective in our own lives. The extent to which we succeed in achieving this goal is the extent to which

our minds become our own, free of the tendency to change what we believe in order to belong to any

group - even the Temple.

Start by recognizing the feeling of certainty. It feels a certain way to know something for sure, often

involving physical tension around the solar plexus, shoulders, and scalp. Try thinking of something

you're deeply convinced of that others disagree with you about, and notice how that deep conviction feels

both emotionally and physically. Notice how these sensations intensify when you encounter or think

about some specific instance of someone arguing against your belief. An easy example would be a

political topic you care passionately about; how do you feel when arguing about politics that matter a

great deal to you? If there is no such thing for you, find something comparable so that you can recognize

how certainty feels in your body and heart.

Understand that this feeling is a kind of self-blindness. If you are right, then reality will defend the view

for you if you let it. Yet if you are wrong - or worse, are only partially wrong - then this feeling of

absolute knowing will prevent you from changing your mind. The inflexibility of certainty is without

respect to reality. Recognize that, yes, this applies even to this particular instance of certainty that is on

your mind right now. Let that sink in for a moment.

Now, physically relax your body, especially the parts that you found correspond to the feeling of

certainty. Take a few deep breaths and let the tension melt away. See if you can reach a state of calmness

or at least decreased excitement. It should feel to you like you're "opening up" in some fashion.
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From this position, let yourself not know the truth. Be okay with not knowing. Be open to the possibility

that despite your past certainty, you might be wrong. Be open to the possibility that the other person's

argument might be at least partially correct. Really, sincerely consider it. If you take a "pro-choice"

stance on abortion, try to seriously consider what good exists in a "pro-life" position (or vice versa). If

you believe that Christianity is a farce that just manipulates people and ruins lives, try to be open to the

possibility of its at least partial truth and virtue. On whatever matter your mind settled in order to feel

certainty, find a way to be willing to feel uncertain about the truth.

While you're doing this, be aware that there are two opposing tendencies that will come into play, both of

which need to be countered. The first and most obvious is an unwillingness to consider the wrongness of

one's own position or the rightness of an opposing one. For instance, many people feel so passionate

about the abortion issue that they close down to the opposite position, branding everyone on the other

side of the argument as blind or stupid or immoral or some other convenient tag. This is an instance of

the tribal "us vs. them" attitude and actually emphasizes my original point: certainty is a social indicator

of belonging, not a psychological indication of truth. The goal here in large part is to learn how to let go

of that by practicing letting go. This means being willing not to know whether the position you were

once certain of is correct.

The opposite and equally erroneous tendency is to drop one's original stance in favor of an opposing one.

An example of this would be switching from being a political liberal to being a political conservative, or

going from being an atheist to a born-again Christian. This is the same mistake in a different guise. All

you're doing by such an action is changing tribes; you will have done nothing to free your mind from the

tribal belonging instinct. When considering a stance you're inclined to disagree with, you don't need

to and should not accept that stance in place of your old one. You just need to cultivate a willingness to

not know which position - if any! - is correct. It's uncomfortable at first because it feels as though you're

without a foundation, but given enough time you'll find that the wisdom you gain from being willing to

not know the truth is far more meaningful than the mild comfort that certainty gives. Indeed, it's usually

an incredible joy to be able to perceive the subtlety and uncertainty that underlies most phenomena worth

being aware of.

One thing that can help soften the emotional intensity of this effort of not knowing is to develop

compassion for those who oppose your views. Recognize that when someone engages in a passionate

argument, it's because that person is frightened or hurt in some fashion and needs to reaffirm his or her

identity in order to address that suffering. This is rarely conscious but is easy to see when you learn to

look for it. Practice perceiving this suffering, and cultivate a desire to relieve such people from it. This

will help you to avoid leaping into defending or attacking any belief, which avoidance in turn will help to

keep your mind free of certainty in those beliefs in the first place. You will also most likely find that

others are more willing to listen to what you have to say when you come from a compassionate stance;

kindness and understanding are behaviors that indicate being part of the same tribe.



Replace knowing with "as-if" working assumptions

At some point, though, each of us needs a way of evaluating the value of an idea or course of action. In

short, Vampirism advocates measuring the value of an idea not by its truth, but by its usefulness. We can

judge an idea's usefulness by testing its results when we treat the idea as if it were true.

Let me give you an example. It is a pretty well-established scientific fact that matter is made of atoms,
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